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'Zoof graffiti spreads
across UCF campus
by KATIE JONES
Managing editor

)

Top photo: Jonathan Gordman, 6, Matt McDaniel, 5 and Dillon Smith, 6, play Monopoly
during a skill games break at the Creative School for Children. Director Dolores Burghard
said that the children learn cooperation and language development from the games. "The
game really is designed to teach children association skills and decision making skills. It'
not just for fun." She added that many people think that games like Monopoly are not
learning tools. However, children have to negotiate what they own, what they don't and
they also learn math skills through counting their money, Burgh said.
Bottom photo: Shadi Kamalzadeh, 5, and Katie Huggins, 5, sit af a table in the Creative
School and make their own ~asterpieces with markers.

Chris Slogar walked into a
men's bathroom in the Visual Arts
Building and smelled thedistinctodor
of the wet ink of a permanent marker.
There, on the W?ll of a stall, the
word "Zoot" had been scrawled by
someone who had left just before
Slogar walked in.
Slogar, an administrative assistant for the art department, had seen
the ''Zoot" graffiti before and so have
many others around UCF. Someone
has been writing the word "Zoot" all
· over the UCF campus since the beginning of the fall semester, causing over
$1,000 in damage.
Det. Randy Mingo of the UCF
Police Department said the . "Zoot"
graffiti artist has reportedly vandalizedtheLibrary, the Visual Arts Building, Osceola Hall, Seminole Hall and
a Student Government golf cart.
He said that investigations and
handwriting analysis by UCFPD have
determined that an the graffiti has
been written by the same person, who
police suspect is a male UCF student
. and probably lives on campus.
He added that photographs of
the graffiti will·be sent to the Florida
Department of Law Enforcemenl for
final handwriting matching.
Mingo said that when the van- ·
da1 is caught, he will undergo a battery
ofhandwriting tests, which are similar
to the tests given to people who write
worthless checks, to determine if he is
guilty. If he is found guilty, he will be
charged with criminal mischief and
vandalism for each separate incident;
he will have to repay UCF for the
damage caused by the graffiti, and he
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Unique interactive BE2000 class
puts UCF in the national spotlight.
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

Soon after Richard Huseman
left the University of Virginia for a
deanship at UCF's college of business, he was greeted with ominous
news. The American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business had
"deferred" accreditation for the college he was about to head, partly
because UCF hadn't moved fast

enough to comply with new guidelines. Adding to the dilemma were
surveys showing a nationwidedoubledigit drop in business major enrollments.
When The Orlando Sentinel
picked up the news of the deferral,
Huseman decided to turn the crisis
into an opportunity. So in the article,
he invited the Orlando business community to give suggestions as to ways
the college of business could better

equip students with "real world" skills.
''Maintaining the status quo was not
an option," he said
As soon as the article printed,
Huseman received an avalanche of
calls. The community's response began the showballing of what two years
later became one of the hottest topics
at AACSB headquarters: The UCF
BusinessEducation 2000undergradusee CLASS, page 5

see ZOOT, page 4

UCF physics professor
receives NSF award
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK
News editor

For the first time, a UCF faculty member has been awarded the
National Science Foundation's
"Young Investigator Award." Over
$312,000 accompanies the prestigious award, and this year the honor
went to physics professor Weili Luo
for her pioneering research in the
~tudy of ferrofl.uids.
Ferrofluids are on the frontier
of science and are used in many
industrial applications. These liquids are known for their unique sealant properties and contain magnetic
particles that cling to metallic sur-
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will probably be expelled from school.
Dorothy Lallement, office manager for the art department, said the
men's bathrooms have been hit by the
''Zoot" graffiti at least three times.
''It's kind of like a fear as to
where it may strike next, and it may be
valuable," she said.
Lallement added that she is disheartened by the lack of respect the
vandal has for the new art building.
Mingo said police do not think
the graffiti is gang related, although
there has been some gang-related graffiti at UCF this fall.
He added that the word ''Zool"
has appeared by itself and in sentences, such as "Constantly I'm zooted.
If you got a gun, then shoot it." Police
investigations have .determined that
"Zooted" means to be high on drugs.
Mingo said that police think the
vandal knows police are after him and
is giving the i:nessage, ''If you are a
cop, catch me."
"We will," said Mingo.
He added that every time the
· graffiti artist vandalizes somewhere
on campus, "your tuition fees are used
to clean it up and repair damaged
property.''
The men' s bathroom in the Library seems to be the vandal's favorite
spot to tag.
Diane E. Clark, of the UCF
Library, said that the men's bathroom
on the fourth floor and the stairwell on
the fift~ floor have suffered the most
damage due to the "Zoot" graffiti,
althoughithasalsoappearedinastudy
room.
'We are going to have to replace where they have marked in the

Vote for your favorite Future toons- see page 9

faces and create an almost unbreakable bond.
"Actual commercial usage
presently includes novel zero-leakage rotary shaft seals used in computer disk drives, vacuum
feedthroughs for semiconductor
manufacturing and related uses, and
pressure seals for compressors and
blowers,"Luosaid. "Adropoffluid
makes these devices possible; without that strategic drop, they would
not function."
The award is usually granted
to faculty members at the nation's
largest research universities and
see AWARD, page 4
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British companion testifies at trial
United Press International

MONTICELLO, Fla. - The
companion of British tourist Gary
Colley was the prosecution's first
witness as the murder trial foroneof
the four teenagers charged in his
death began Tuesday in a
Monticello, Fla., courtroom.
Margaret Jagger, 36, also
from Great Britain, was wounded in
the attack.
Seventeen-year-old John
"Billy Joe"Crumitieischarged with
first-degree murder for shooting
Colley, 34, a truck driver from
Wilsden Bradford in West Yorkshire, England, Sept. 14, 1993 during a robbery attempt.
Following opening statements, prosecutors played the 911
tape in which Jagger reported the
shooting, then she was called to the
stand.
Jagger wept as she described
what happened.
"The boy, he was pointing his
gun straight at me and he was sort of
mouthing something to me, shoutin~ at me, but I couldn't hear him,"

she said.
Jagger told the court she saw
the youth's mouth moving, but she
couldn't understand what he was
saying.
"I don't know what you want.
What do you want?," she remembered saying.
"And then I just sort ofcringed
back and then there were sort of
shots," she recounted.
Pressed by the defense on her
inability to identify Crumitie in a
lineup, Jagger confirmed she could
not place him at the scene of the
crime.
Prosecutors said they would
prove that Crumitie and Aundra
Akins, who was 14 at the time of the
killing, both shotinto Colley' s rental
car at an Interstate 10 rest stop near
Monticello while trying to rob him
and Jagger.
Akins is scheduled to stand
trial later.
Two other teens, Deron Spear,
16, and ~edric Greene, 13, who
were charged in the attack, have
pleaded guilty to lesser charges and
likely will testify a~ainst Crumitie

and Akins.
Prosecutors Monday agreed
not lo seek the death penalty if
Crumitie is found guilty in exchange
for a defense agreement to drop a
legal challenge to the grand jury that
indicted the four youths.
Jefferson County Circuit
Judge F.E. Steinmeyer seated a jury
late Monday after questioning 225
prospectivejurors about their knowledge of the case and their willingness to find a 17-year-old guilty of
murder if the evidence warranted it.
Colley'.s mother, Brenda
Armitage, said from Great Britain
that she didn't have enough money
to attend both trials, but she expected to come to Florida for Akins'
trial.
"I want to come over and see
where it was he died," said Armitage.
"I still think sometimes that this
didn't happen. It's hard to believe
Gary is gone."
Armitage ~aid she felt her
son's killers should be executed
themselves, but she would be just as
pleased if they were sent to prison
for life.

Tropical stonn Gordon slams Rorida
United Press International

MIAMI - Tropical -Storm
Gordon, still packing sustained
winds near 50 mph (85 kph), came
ashore at Fort Myers on the southwest Florida coast late Wednesday
morning.
Forecaster Miles Lawrence
of the National Hurricane Center
said at 10 a.m. EST the storm was
located near latitude 26.5 north and
longitude 81.9 west along the coast
just south of Fort Myers.
"Gordon is moving toward
the northeast near 5 mph (7 kph).
This motion is expected to continue
as Gordon moves slowly across
Florida," Lawrence said.
Lawrence said the storm was
expected to lose strength as itmoved
across the state toward the Atlantic
Ocean, but that the system could
regenerate if it reached the Atlantic
intact.
The state also remained under a tornado watch through
Wednesday evening.
The death toll in Florida from
the storm rose to at least three
Wednesday after a series of torna-

does spawned by the weather sys-.
tem swept across the state over~
night.
One death was reported in the
Barefoot Bay retirement comrimnity near Cape Canaveral, where
more than 500 mobile homes were
damaged or destroyed and at least
40 people were injured, one critically.
Re~cue workers and search
dogs w~re searching the demolished
mobile home park Wednesday for
additional victims.
Two other people died in
south Florida from storm-related
accidents. A teenaged sur_fer
drowned Tuesday off Miami B~ch
when his leg leash snagged on an
underwater piling, and a woman
was killed Monday night in a traffic
accident when the storm knocked
out a traffic signal.
Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles
declared waterlogged sections of
south and central Florida disaster
areas,andactivatedthestate'semergency response program.
Broadcast reports from Haiti
indicated as many as 350 people
may have died there in storm-re-

lated floods and mudslides. At least
four deaths in Jamaica and two in
Cuba were attributed to Gordon.
The slow-moving storm
eroded miles of prime beachfront
along the southeast Florida coast,
but left a new tourist attraqion in its
wake.
Gordon caused a 508-foot
Turkish cargo vessel to drag anchor off Fort Lauderdale Tuesday, running it aground less than
50 yards off the beach. Crowds of
locals and tourists braved the
winds and waves to gawk at the
stranded freighter.
A commercial salvor was
called in to help refloat the vessel.
Tropical storm warnings remained in effect Wednesday afternoon along the Florida west coast
from Venice southward, and on the
east coast from Titusville south to
the Florida Keys. Tropical storm
warnings were discontinued along
the west coast north of Venice.
"Gordon is expected to continue to bring periods of heavy rain
and gusty winds across portions of
central and southern Florida today
(Wednesday)", Lawrence said.

Gordon's rampage forces closings
by SCOIT C. HOLBROOK
News editor

Tropical storm Gordon blew
ashore in SouthwestFlorida Wednesdaymoming,and theimpoct was swift
and property damage was high. By
noon, several communities had been
devastated by high winds, flash flooding, and tornadoes.
The severe weather resulted in
school, business and road closings all
over the Central Florida area. All
Volusia and Brevard County schools
were dismissed, and Rollins College

cancelled classes Wednesday. Daytona Beach Community College,
Brevard Cornrnuhity College and
Seminole Community College were
also closed for the day, and the UCF
Daytona Beach campus cancelled all
classes throughout the evening.
It remained in doubt whether
the UCF main campus would cancel
classes on Wednesday, but Dean
McFall, UCFpublicaffairs,saidthatif
C01J.ditionsworsen,PresidentHittcould
decide to cancel Thursday classes.
Several instructors Wednesday released students from classes early to

avoid the impending storm.
'We're monitoring the storm,"
said McFall. "Only PresidentHitthas
the authority to make the decision to
close UCF."
Many students living on the
eastcoastwereunabletodriveto UCF
due to closed roads. The International
Speedway Boulevard in Daytona
Beach was closed Wednesday due to
several feet of water, which flooded
out the road The I-95 off-ramp to
Palm Bay Road was also under water
andclose.dtotrafficascrewsattempted
to repair the damage.
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"Zoot" graffiti on the seat of a Student Government golf cart.

Reward offered for vandal's arrest
ZOOT, from page 1

bathrooms because we can't get it
off," she said.
Clark said that all of the graffiti
in the Library has been written with
both a blue and a black heavy-tipped
marker, which is how most of the
other graffiti has appeared. Police said
that "Zoot" has also been written in
black spray paint and red marker,
which is what vandalized the Student
Government golf cart.
SGVicePresidentKevinGutch

said, "The student [who is vandalizing the buildings] is costing his fellow students money, and eventually
someone has to pay for it, and it
comes out of the taxpayers' pockets."
The UCFPD is giving a reward to anyone who gives police
information leading to the arrest of
the person responsible for the "Zoot"
graffiti. Call UCFPD at 823-5555
or Det. Randy Mingo at 823-6433 if
youhaveanyinforrnation. You may
remain anonymous.

•

•

NSF honors.UCF research
AWARD, from page 1
demonstratesthatUCFisattheforefront of technological and scientific
research. The award consists of a
$25,000 base grant, plus a dollarfor-dollar matching up to $37,500
in the first year.
As long as her research continues at a pace satisfactory to the
NSF, Luo is eligible to renew these
grants for a total of four years.
The additional dollar-matching
portion of the award is designed to
generate further support from outside interests, including industry
and other research foundations.
Luo has been at UCF for the
. past two years, and has made her
presence felt within the physics progran1. Research by UCF officials
revealed that no other faculty member has ever won the award.
"It is a very competitive
award," said Wil1iam Silfast, chairman of the physics department.

"You have to be on the cutting edge
of research to receive it." Silfast
also said that the award honors the
whole university.
Only200Younglnvestigator
Awards were distributed throughout the nation this year to recipients
in all academic fields and areas of
research. Luo said she was honored
that the NSF saw the importance of
her work.
"The award will allow me to
continue studyi~ something that
has both fundamental importance
and practical applications," Luo said.
Luo is active in several professional organizations •. including
the American Physical Society, and
the Electrochemical Society. She
also edits a physics journal (lnd a
physics newsletter. Luo received
her doctorate in physics in 1989 at
UCLA, where she also earned her
master's degree in physics. She
received her bachelor's degree from
Peking University.
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UCF class breaks new ground
major obstacles confronted is trying to
change or adjust business curricula.
ate program.
"It is hard to approach faculty
BE2000 introduced a new core that are well trained and are successful
curriculum for the c0Jlege of business at teaching a curriculum a particular
that emphasized four essential "com- way and ask, ·could you think about
petencies'' - teamwork, communi- what it is that you're possibly doing
cation, creative thinking and adapting wrong and needs to be improv~d?"'
tochange. "Andoneofthemostunique
Although there is a nationwide
things we did was getting a corporate decline in the number of students
sponsor as a partner for each compe- choosing business as a major, UCF is
tency," said Huseman. Sponsors in- enjoying an annual IO percent include General Mills, AT&T, Walt creasein thenumberof students interDisney World and Ibax Healthcare ested in seeking a business education.
Systems.
Many business schools around the
These corporate sponsors get country suffering annual declines in
involved with UCF's business pro- enrollmentsareobservingtheBE2000
gram by giving lectures forthecomer- program, trying to assess its success
stone course, a class required for first before making a move as drastic as
year business students. Telecasted live UCF's.
to UCF'sDaytonaBeachandBrevard
County campuses, the lectures reach a
total of770 students.
Bill Callarman, associate professor of management, teaches the six
credit hour class. ''There is no such
course like it anywhere in the country," he said.
According to Anita Craig,
AACSB 's director of conferences, to
gain accreditation, a school must demonstrate that its curriculum and teaching approach meet the guidelines set
by the AACSB,
"The University of Central
Florida was a pioneer in rethinking
undergraduate business curricula,"
Craig said. ''Because of the work they
have done, they now are being sought
very · heavily by universities around
the country for consultation, who are
adopting new curricula, based in part
upon the insights they gain from the
UCF model," she continued.
Dr. Janice Cerveny, assistant
professor of quality management and
clirector of development for Florida
Atlantic University's college of business, said that UCF was very innovative at a very difficult time.
Cerveny explained one of the
CLASS, from page 1

photo/SOLARES

UCF's interactive BE2000 business course is like no other classroom experience in the U.S.
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o USO "Adopt A Sailor''
The USO of Central Florida
will match sailors and soldiers away
from home over the holidays with
local families for Thanksgiving din-·
ner on Nov. 24. This is the 14th year
the "Adopt A Sailor" program is in
effect, and includes soldiers as well as
sailors stationed at the Naval Training
Center. Those interested in extending
a Thanksgiving invitation to two servicemembersshould contact the USO
at (407) 647-2241.
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a Sheriff feeds the needy
The second annual "Helping
from the Heart" program will provide
i 0,000 Thanksgiving dinners to the
needy at the Angel's Diner/Holiday
Inn on W. Colonial Dr. from I :00 to
6:00 p.m. The program is made possible by the Orange County Sheriffs
Office and other area sponsors. For
more information contact Jim
Solomons at (407) 836-3710.
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ce for a collect call?
L o w e r t h a n t h a t o t ,, ~ r n um b e r? _T h e n d i a l t h i s one. .
Because THE CODE always co::; ts less than 1-800-COLLECT.
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o MADD seeks volunteers
Mothers Against Drunk Driving of Central Florida needs volunteers to staff a hooth at the 1995 Central Fl01ida International Auto Show.
The event takes place at the Orange
County Convention Center on Nov.
23-27. Contact Linda Torresat(407)
422-MADD for more information.
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The long ann of the
law tries to reach
into cyberspace
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Master Piac.e caene

Don't look now, here come the cops, charging on their
electronic stallions into the very heart of the cyber-realm
known as the Internet.
Everyone knew the time would come when governCharnpa~ne
ment would see the power that could be unleashed through
the "free information" available through the thousands of
~erie
Internet nodes and bulletin board systems (BBS) al1 across
the world. The only real question was when they would
sene
make their move.
Last month, the administration at Carnegie Me11on
~etie.
University took control. The issue: Pornographic pictures
and text hidden within the university's own computers. Of
course, only months ago, many of the scenes these images
portrayed were declared obscene by a Tennessee court.
The current laws in Tennessee prohibit the known
r~ce gene
distribution of sexually explicit material to people under
18, as well as the distribution to anyone of materials
.._..:::=:---;-\\"-A
c:aroera.~ ~e.Yle
considered ''.obscene." Col1ege administrators scrambled
to shut down anything remotely related to sex, and the
students scrambled to form a protest. The issue went back
. and forth, and ultimately, Carnegie MeIJon caved in. Life
in cyberspace went back to normal.
The issue, though, is by no means resolved. The fight
over freedom of information on the Internet is sure to heat - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
up in the next year or so, as the federal government tries
to regulate the types of information that can be sent
across the phone lines.- Already, everything from picCitizens of "the freest nation in the world" should be familiar
tures of bestiality to sensitive government spy codes has
with the traditional American value ofsocial equality. One would
been found by "Cyber-cops" hidden in the shadowy off- expect laws to require fair hiring and admission, with an emphasis
ramps of the electronic superhighway. Of course, for long- on merit, education and experience. It is mind-boggling that the
TI-IE YOUNG REPUBLIC
time computer experts like the majority of computer sci- U.S. Government chooses to accomplish "equal opportunity"
ence majors here, the glut of sex and anarchy that can be with the discrimination of affirmative action.
Affirmative action (AA) is contradictory and unjustly pun- interest groups.
found on the net is no big surprise.
Now, as the masses begin to finally understand what's ishes certain individuals for their color.
Preferential treatment has become so extreme, President
been going over the phone lines for the past few years, the
M's conceptual confusion and pragmatic hypocrisy is clear Bush concluded that the 1991 Civil Rights Act would prevent
natives; are getting restless. Attorney General Janet Reno in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). consideration of educational standards in hiring. Liberal
has already threatened to shut down any BBS known to The EEOC follows rules, including the Uniform Guidelines on activists justify this blatant discrimination with a prejudicial
actively distribute child pornography over the Internet.·
Employee Selection Processes (UGESP). The UGESP requires educational system that disadvantages certain "culturally and
State governments are scrambling to come up with all AA/EEOC affected companies (all firms with over 50employ- economically disadvantaged" groups.
some sort oflegislation to limit and control the information ees and/or dealing with the United States government and/or
In business and government, reverse and oriental discrimidistributed. College students and Net-junkies are prepar- involved in certain industries) to follow "a results-oriented AA nation rears its head in the form of "race norming," which
ing to battle for the very freedom they have so enjoyed over plan ... which in design and execution may be race, color, sex, and assumes all races are equal in cognitive capacity. It strives to
the past few years. Lines are being drawn in the electronic ethnic 'conscience'." However, the EEOC expressly denies and force a racial bell curve onto academic and business institusand, and it's the responsibility of those who actively use suppose4ly opposes the use of quotas as a long-term solution. tions with the unproven assumption that all races and groups
the Net to fight for their rights against those who don't These statements are diametrically opposed and show the gray have equal ability in business, academic and athletic endeavunderstand what the Internet is all about.
line the EEOC treads ideologically.
ors. This has been extensively questioned by reputable papers
In reality, the EEOC is a strong proponent of a statistical ·such as The Wall Street Journal lately, due to knowledge of
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
definition of discrimination for legal suits, and under this defini- race-IQ information being released after years of liberal
Source:
Tllv!E (Nov.21, 1994)
tion quotas are necessarily implied. As Michael Kinsley of The suppression via political correctness.
New Republic states," ... anyone whose own government careeror
As Kinsley states, "Any form of official preference for
contract is on the line would be nuts not to make a hiring and minorities or women denies 'equal opportunity' to similarly
promotion decision on exactly that basis [color, sex, race, or situated white males." Ironically, a minority, Asians, are most
© 1994 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
hurt by quotas and race-norming, due to high oriental acaOffices: 12243 Universit Blvd. •Orlando, FL 32817 ethnicity]."
Affirmative
action
provides
preferential
treatment
to
cerdemic performance and over-representation in science and
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192;_FAX 823-9495
tain government-defined "minority" groups. AA' s supporters engineering professions.
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer claim preferential treatment is the only way to repay centuries
The Public Employment Service, administered by most
Managing Editor
Katie Jones
of racism (compensatory justice) and guarantee certain mi- state employment agencies and the Department of Labor,
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey
norities equal access to the nation's resources (economic provides race normalized scores to prospective employers.
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
equity).
General Aptitude Test Battery raw scores are graded with a
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner
Preferential treatment is evident in academia, business and race-based conversion chart. Administrators claim this is
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
government. University quotas admit less qualified blacks necessary to neutralize white-biased questions, although Asians
Copy Editor
Richard Agster
and Hispanics (with below 3.0 GPA's and sub-1000 SAT do extremely well and are graded as whites. The conversion
News Editor
Scott C. Holbrook
scores) to Ivy League schools where Asians and whites (with formula almost doubles the raw score of black testers, leaving
Production Manager
Russ Welch
4.0 GPA's and 1300 plus SAT scores) are rejected; on the white and yellow testers' scores unchanged.
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew average, Asians and whites score 200 points higher than
Government and business personnel departments adore the
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean Devaney, Brynner Yee, blacks and Hispanics on the SAT, according to the ETS (the GAIB system, while voters hate it. The EEOC has threatened to
Mike Nemeth, Alycia Severson
SAT administrators).
sue corporations not meeting quotas and "advised" norming to
The academic favoritism is redoubled when favored groups, meeting targets. Therefore, personnel offices use GAIB scores as
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
accepted under AA programs, fail. The Department of protection from EEOC litigation. State employment agencies
Business Manager
Steve Norris Education states that blacks and Hispanics are twice as likely accept the GAIB to avoid the difficult decision of whether to
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder to drop out due to academic difficulties, compared to whites
support reverse discrimination or be labeled racist by blacks and
Advertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett
and Asians. 1991 Berkeley graduation rates (for students Hispanics for relatively high white test scores.
Distribution Manager
Don Bates
admitted five years ago) were 22% and 18% for blacks and
Polled voters oppose norming by 85%; opposition remains
Administrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson
Hispanics accepted under AA programs; blacks and Hispan- high at 77% even when the argument of culturally biased test
Advertising Sales
Mike Battista, James Dourell, ics not accepted under AA graduated at rates of 42% and 52%, material is covered.
Andrea Vasquez respectively. University administrators continue to "throw
It is clear that affirmative action, which claims to oppose
good money after bad" by funding ethnic student unions and racism, cannot accomplish it through race preferences, quotas,
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or
Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300 words
forcing AA recipients, already overburdened by inappropriate selective discrimination (of excellence in scholarship and work)
and include the author's cignature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to
ed1t1ng of grammar and for space and become the property of the newspaper, subject
academic placement, to take remedial courses.
and reverse discrimination. A new method of anti-discrimination
10 their publication The Central Florida Future is a free, non·profit newspaper
published twice-weekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer.
There have been demands for grade quotas and racial bell must be devised which stre.sses merit and qualifications, while
The Central Florida Future, Inc , is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and
curves, even in the face of newly-popularized data which meeting the practical challenges of measurement and legal enis not officially associated with the University of Central Florida. Single copies for
students and faculty are free; additional copies may be purchased al the Future
points to clear IQ differences between races, by special forcement.
office for . 15 each .
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For the next few weeks, we will be debuting college artists,
looking for someone to fill our cartoon void. Tell us which strip
y,ou like best. Send your comments to The Central Florida Future,
12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817 or fax 823-9495 .
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01E: Becuase the opinion editor was drunk last
week. "These Years·· by Rodriguez ran under the title of
'Taters." This is the first instaJlment of "Taters."
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Current totals of campus voting:
''These Years" (Rodriguez)
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Room Available for Spring Semester Enterprising Men & Women with Recliningchair$30; coffeetables$60
Learn to fly right. No trainers. No
at Collegiate Village Inn. Call Wendy at U.S . .and international connections and $30; dinette set $50; double bed
simulators. Just extra low costs for
380-2026 ext. 3282. Leave message sought to expand fast growing World $50; single bed $30. 678-31241823real plane time. Call 382-2000
B"
1
d
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Marketing business. CALL 679-6532 t-5_52
L b"
_5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--t
G ay, es ran, rsexua tu ent Room for Rent·. 1·n pn'v home. $300"
1
for interview week of Nov. 13 - 18
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. mo. All util. included. 36 5- 9815
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light, time, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
All Welcome!
Fullorparttimewaiter/waitressneeded alarmclock. Only$10. 407-834-5400
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
at Falafel King. CallOmarat 658-7677
CPA/Former College Instr. Call

CLUB IN!O

s

AUTOS

Loretta at 256-1140
Valet Parking Positions: City Nights
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send Valet, Inc. is now hiring runners to fill
Femaleroommateneededtoshare4/ SASE to PO Box 10075 Olathe KS valetparkingpositionsatseveralloca.
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING. From
tionsacrossCentral Florida. You must
Need a good, reliable car?
the company that offers the TriGold
2 house, 15 min. from UCF. $200{mo. 66051
+ 1/4 util. Non-smoker 695-9103
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 be at least 21 years of age, capable of
Call a fellow classmate. Ma~y
beauty of ·Black Hills gold. Jostens!
Professionalstudentwantedtohelp intense running, have a good driving models to choose from. Call Ric at The.re is a difference·, look for it. At the
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t run successful discount card at UCF.
(407) 342 6137
UCF Bookstore.
Heather Glen Apts, N/SF needed, Great pay and resume experience. record and a great attitude. We are
·
5
·
f
UCF
p
fl
·
h
looking
for
safe,
careful
drivers
who
,__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_.
lak
t
bd
ms. r.,
e view, min. rom
, Musthavecar. art-time, extble ours.
know how to drive a standard as well
$265 + 1/2 util. ASAP or Dec. 1. Cheryl Call Jeff anytime at (904) 374- 9927
1977 Ford Granada$500. 678-3124/
at 679-9596
~------------< as an automatic, ancl who know how
823-5525
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t HOLIDAY WORK - APPLy NOW to deliver greaf, friendly service to a
Female to share 3bdl2ba Apt at Polo's $10.05 starting. Immediate openings. customer. You need to be available at
East, 5 min. from UCF, $268 + 1/3 util. Entry level positions, advncement least $me (1) weekend night and one
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
ASAP, Dec. 15. Kelly 823-8076
possible, flexible schedules. Scholar- (1) week day or night per week mini1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t ships available. Openings throughout mum. Shiftsavallablearoundtheclock,
WORDMASTERS
Roommate needed for a 2/2 apart- Greater Orlando and Seminole scheduling is flexible around classes
ment. $250 plus 1/2 util. 7 month County. Call 331 _9006 for interview. and other jobs, pay is outstanding. YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING. From
Typing and Resume Service
lease. The Woodlands. Call249-0458, ~------------< Only clean cut, honest, hard working
Since 1986 for all your student
.
thecompanythatstillmakesringsthe needs. IBM and laserequi·p. SameJ earne
STUDENTS
and serious athletes need apply. Call 0 ldf h" ed
"thh d
ft d
Over 120 American manufacturers (407)849-0670tosetanappointment
as ion way--wi
an -era e
dayserviceavail.We'vemoved.Call
Recent grad looking to move about 5
molds with real old wor1d artisanship. for info. 277-9600
need you to assemble products at 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Jostens! There is a difference-, look i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
miles from UCF. Be involved in decihome. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday
for it. At the UCF Bookstore.
A +Typing & Word Processing
sion on location and price. M/F non- decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 GuestServRep. Hr1y+Comm. Bilin1-s_m_o_ke_r_._c_al_IM_a_r_ek_2_8_2_-7_5_97_ _--t weekly. Part-time/full-time. Experience gual helpful. Sell attraction tickets, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Laser print. Professional results!
unnecessary/will train. You're paid
make reservations. Exp. pref. but will
Same day turn-around available!
Roommate needed. Female 3/bd/
weekly.
train outgoing, self motivated indiv. Community Garage Sale: Novem- Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.
2ba, $350/mo., util. included. Move in
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C
363-0401
ber 18, 19,20, 9 AM - 3 PM. Fox 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
ASAP. Call 695-8551
Chase, off Dean between Aloma & STUDENT SPECIAL-Term papers
YOUTH PROGRAM COUNSEUniversity. 25 + families! Everything or reports, double · spaced, 1" marLORS City of Maitland, Parks &
imaginable and lots more!
gins. $1.75@ page or$1.50@ page
Recreation Dept.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - i forover20pgs. RedBugArea. Laura
Part-time, must be 18 or older. Pass
696-2611
HRS screening requirements. Possess
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING. The Drinking a problem? Breaking the Lake Mary, 312. House. Beautiful new HRS certification of training or obtain
Desktop Publishing by Claire
ring that's cast from deep dimension chain. Group of Alcoholics Anonyhome, fireplace, eat in kitchen. $875/ this certification within one and oneVery pr9fessional, very quick, very
dies for the best quality of detail. mous meets every Wednesday at
mo. Pets OK. 519 Sundance. Greg half years of employment. Possess
reasonable.
Jostens! There is a difference; look noon, in the UCF Student Center,
1-2_9_1-_29_9_0_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _-1 experience working with school age
Call
today
Waterford Lakes area.
for it. At the UCF Bookstore
Room211.
"
Dean Cove 312. House, minutes from children a plus. Monday through Fri380-2162
UCF, beautiful new clean home, with day, morning and afternoon hours. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
large kitchen, 2 car garage. $825. E-Z Apply to : City of Maitland, Personnel
qualifyforrent. PetsOK.3711 Linsbury Dept. 1776 Independence Lane,
Rd. Call Greg 291-2990
Maitland, Fl. 32751. Positions are
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t open until filled. Qualified individuals
Room: Priv. home located on horse with disabilities will be reasonably acranch 2 miles from UCF 365-9815
commodated. EOE M/F/DN. DrugFree workplace.
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Wanted!
\\'recked I Junk

679-4226

Cars, Tri1cli:s, Jeeps, Vans
((Free Towing is available))
Out or Statt.: Title-; \V c lu)(11c'

UCF STUDENT SPE.CIAL!!!

( 8a.111. -8p.111.)

WITH THIS COUPON S.AVE UP TO

Call: 658-7999

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

Need:
•A.Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For inforrnation or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
roorn 210
·
Monday---F~iday 8am-Sp1n
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

lf',.Pl•lililvouR MOVE IN COST
"Set YQurself Apart"
FREE MONITORED ALARM SYSTEM WITH OUR

Spacious 1, 2, & 3 ·eedrooms
Service is our specialty:
breakfast every Saturday
monthly social activities
movie rentals - $1QQ each
20% off drycleaning and valet services
copy machine, fax machine, & typewriter
free alarm monitoring
sporting equipment
postage stamps
laundry change
notary services
tool box
free advertising
UPS pickup & delivery
pet & plant sitting
recycling program

Relax and Enjoy:
2 sparkling swimming pools
2 lighted racquetball courts
2 air conditioned -laundry rooms
sand volleybq.11
water volleyball
jacuzzi
covered car wash
basketball
playground
clubhouse with big screen TV
corporate apt. suite for friends & family

••

I
Offer Expires November 30, 1994 1
I
3207 Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park, FL 32792 - Corner of Goldenrod and University I
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one actually asked him back years
later. Who is that T.J. Hooker dude?
He got to hang out with Heather
Locklear, beat up on some more
people, and probably danced with
that guy from Grease II. Yet, he still
couldn't act worth a damn.
Now they have him doing a
part in which he doesn't have to act.
The whole "911" thing is just a way
for him to be hi_mself. Williarfl
Shatner pulls out some of the most
by Sean Perry
dramatic crap. He's typical of the
modem man.
I'm not really sure why all
We spend night after night,
these people dig this Star Trek thing, pulling these dramatic lines out of our
but they sure do go crazy over it. I butts just to get the opportunity to kiss
had some guy in Spock ears knock- a babe. Hell, I know I've tried to pick
ing on the Future door at six this up a few green ones in my time, and
morning trying to get in for his .. due to alchohol restraints and terrible
acting, I ended up getting in a scrap
passes.
Is it Kirk? If so, then I under- and clocking someone.
Well, maybe that's why everystand fully. Now that guy was a
stud. He kissed every babe that hap- one dug that stuff. Then again, this
pened onto the set, including that bald guy comes along, and baam!
green chick. Then he would end up Everyone continues to dig Star Trek
clocking them on the jaw for their Don't tell me that is what the modem
own good, as long as he wasn't male is going to become. Some sophisticated, bald, gentleman that can
beating up some Klingon.
The guy is admittedly the act. Hell, how can we compete with
. worst actor to ever spend 60-some- that?
rn never get laid.
thing episodes on the tube, yet some-

Just a thought

-Iss:~

=-f.ume II,

Fraternity

Business

(/\II Nar'I a\'ailahk)

~
Art

Engineering

Drama

Music

PLUS MANY MORE!

VIP Ring $337° 0

15% OFF W/ STUDENT/FACULTY l.D.
EXCLUDES CLASS RINGS

Exquisite Designer Jewelry & Settings
Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair While You Wait...
Service
We Buy & Sell
· • Custom Design Pieces
•Diamonds
• Remounting
· •Fine Jewelry
- • Pearl Re-Stringing
•Watches
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Editor:
Music Editor: ·
Film Editor:
Theatre Editor:
Staff Writers:

Sean Perry
Jim Martin
Derek Krause
Richard Agster
DJ Swanee Z,
Kenneth Loo, Michael White, Nora Osario,
CorbettTrubey, DamonDykes, TrishMontgomery, Nicole Grappo, Tom DiPaolo.
Photographers: Armando Solares, Jeff
Hunt
Cover Photo: Mike DeHoog (back), Electronic Arts (Fore round)

Since 1980 Mo~a~.F;ioa~~~;;pm I277-9778 I
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I your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds.
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J{aplan and get ·\;
a h1gHer score...
take

More students take Kaplan~s courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us loday to find out why.
..

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The .O~nswer to the test question
'~---- -----------.---------'
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:ru~t when you
thought thnt it wn~ ju~t one long
Pink floyd mnrnthon. the erlnndo ;ctence
Center explore~ the grunge ~cene nnd bring~
_ it to you in 3-l>

•
Famous for their late night
laser light rock exhibits, namely
the long . running Pink Floyd
show, the Orlando Science Center has advanced and diversed. optically through a thin holoAlong with the new "Laser graphic film that allows the colors
Grunge" show, featuring the to be maintained in a 3-D image.
sounds of Pearl Jam, the addiThe other advancement
tion of technological wizardry made by this process allows the
has brought three-dimensional viewer to see the image from any
lasers to the center.
part of the arena or auditorium .
The chromadepth image Past processes were "head posimaker, which the center uses to ti on sensitive," limiting the movecreate its 3-D effects, has been ment of the viewer.
used at amusement parks, in
With this new sight display,
video arcade games and in stage - the sounds have been updated to
events.
keep up with the times. In the past,
Where traditional 3-D many different mus'ical groups
lenses only break down the im- were used for the laser/light expeage in black and white, the rience, until Pink Floyd became a
Chromadepth image is decoded cult favorite, drawing late night

•

•
•

•

•

crowds every weekend. An expanded roster will premiere, featuring "U2 in 3-D" with the "Laser Grunge."
More family oriented shows
will be featured later, including
"LaserDrive" and a jazz show labelled "Laser Fusion."
Later in the season, a country music show and an "oldies"
format will be introduced.
The Science Center is located off of Mills Avenue on 810
East Rollins Street, just east of
Downtown Orlando. For more information regarding schedules or
showtimes, call 896-7151.

•

•

Beam Up!
The 20 best dressed
Star Trek impersonators receive a pair of
passes for the_open-:
ing at General Cinemas around Orlando,
free pizza, and a pair
of passes to a 3-D
show at the Orlando
·Science Center.
Stop by the Future office at 12243 University .Blvd. after noon
today in your best
costume for an opportunity to win.

..

'

-

First 200 ladies free
Doors open at 9pm
18 & up welcome
578 N. Orang<? Av<?. • Downtown Orlando • Info: 426.0005

'
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warps though the
decades
Despite bouts of bad acting and even worse plots, the show remains popular- and profitable
by DAVE BAUER
Editor in chief

Just like the ending of The Crying Game is no secret, it's no surprise
that American Cultural Icon No. 1,
Capt. James T. Kirk, finally dies in
Star Trek: Generations.
So,as the cartoon The Simpsons
prophesied, there will be no Star Trek
XII: So Very Tired. Sulu won't command the helm of the Enterprise from
a wheelchair; Chekov' sarthritis won't
keep him from firing his phaser. Fortunately for Star Trek fans, William
Shatner and the gang have decided to
hang up their Star Aeet uniforms after
seven movies. At 64, William Shatner, who
plays the babe-magnet Federation
Captain Kirk, looksmorelikeheshould
be collecting the 23rd century equivalentofSocial Security than commanding a starship. Kirk's last line in Generations is " .. .it's been fun," but like
David Letterman suggested, maybe it
should have been " ...but I'm also a
client."
Yet just the fact that Shatner is
still playing Capt. Kirk nearly 30years
after the original Star Trek series
premiered on NBC says much in itself. For some reason, a show that was
cancelled in its third season now has

its own exhibit in Washington's
Smithsonian Museum.
Why? Often, it's hard to imagine. Star Trek arguably featured some
of the worst acting and writing in
television history. Many of the episodes were so overtly moralistic that it
is hard to watch them with a straight
face.
The lack of consistency also
hurt the show. Oneoverridingpremise
of Star Trek was that by_the 23rd
century, racism and sexism would be
completely conquered - quite radical ideas for the I 960s. Women were
doctors; blacks were Star Aeet officers. In fact, the first inter-racial kiss on
TV was on Star Trek. .Yet despite all
these predictions, Yoman Rand
couldn' tseem to stop fantasizing about
how "a woman should be fought for
and protected."
Over the years, though, fans
seemed to be willing to overlook these
flaws and admire the show for its
adventurous spirit.
And, 18 years after the show
was cancelled, the show had become
such a cult favorite that a spin-off
series, Star Trek: The Next Generation lasted though seven seasons and
187 episodes. And, unlike it s prede-.
cessor, the series ended only because
Paramount felt it could make more

money producing movies.
Even though TheNextGeneration debuted as the No. 1 rated syndicated program- a far cry from the
original show's top mark of No. 57The Next Generation could not escape finding some of the most obnoxious actors to fill its roles.
Wil Wheaton, who played
Wesley Crusher, the teenage son of
Dr. Beverly Crusher, grated on ~
many Trekkies nerves that one convention had a panel discussion on
what would be the best way to kill him

tinctly human trait of whistling. When
his commanding officer tells him to
report for duty, his rigid, unemotional
response is ''I shall endeavor to function adequately, sir."
Over the next seven seasons, he
slowly learns what it is to be human.
He learns what a joke is and even
learns how to tell one. He learns to
dream and even picks up the human
habit of adopting a cat as a pet. By the
last episode, his vocal tone has progressed from the a stem coldness of a
machine to a relaxed, conversational
intonation of a human being. In Genoff.
In The Next Generation's first erations, he has even learned to laugh
warp onto the silver screen, the two sarcastically.
famous Enterprise captains,Kirkand
Another reason The Next GenJean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) eration intrigued so many people
match their wits to save the universe (even former Fleetwood Mac singer
from the an alien hell-bent on destroy- StevieNicks admitted to Rolling Stone
ing civilizations. Sounds really excit- that she was addicted to The Next
ing, doesn't it?
Generation) is that unlike other good
On the surface, Generations is and evil conflicts, there is a certain
nothing but another good vs. evil con- amount of moral androgyny. Q(John
tlictin an outer-space setting. But a big Delancey), the sarcastic, almost omfactor that makes the movie, and the nipotent villain of The Next Generashow, a true success is the subtle char- · tion, sometimes turns out to be the
good guy.
acter development.
Take the android (an artificial
In the first episode of The Next
human)Lt.Com.Data(BrentSpiner), Generation, Quses his god-like powfor example. One of the first glimpses ers to put all of humanity on trial for
wegetofDatain TheNextGeneration being "a savage race." Yet, in a later
shows him trying to master the dis- episode, he saves Capt.-Picard's life.

By the last episode, it's hard to figw-e
out which side Q is on. He becomes
responsible for nearly destroying humanity but helps to save it, all in one
show.
His quick, caustic comments
also add a great deal of depth to the
show.
"Oh, come on Worf, growl at
me. It shows me you care," Q once
jibed the burly, hot-temperedchiefof
security.
Considering Star Trek is shown
in over 100 countries, and the seven
movies and related merchandise have
grossed over $1.3 billion, there seems
little doubt as io whether Generations will do well at the box office.
And when you take the fact
that an appearance by Shatner at a
Trekkie convention is.a virtual guarantee that at least 20,000 devotees
will show up in full costume, it
becomes apparen.t that Generations
could feature nothing but an hour
and a half of Kirk and Picard drinking tea, and the movie would still
make millions.
With one Trek spin-off, Star
'Trek: Deep Space Nine, already on
network TV and another, Star Trek:
Voyager , coming soon, it seems
certain that Star Trek will truly live
long and prosper.

I
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enerations

Star Trek: Generations
Rated PG

share the screen together for the first
time.
Once on screen, the two cap1/2 (out of 4)
. tains share some sincere and inspiringmoments as their characters work
by DEREK KRAUSE
Axis film critic
together to save,lives in the name of
Star Fleet. With Kirk's usual sar"Red alert ...shields up" were casm and Picard's boldness, thejr
once the distinguished words of scenes are intriguing and provide a
Capt. James T. Kirk. In Star Trek: sentimental feelingtotheeraof Star
Generations, Jean-Luc Picard takes Trek.
over the reigns once and for all as
. The plot was typical and so
sole Enterprise commander.
were the special effects. Sci-Fi is at
Generations, fortunately, its best when il is deliberately and
isn't just for the sadistic trellie. obviously unreal. One cute little
You don't have to be a total Trek scene in which the Enterprise rolls
freak to follow along with this sev- in for a crash landing and each space
en th installment of the Star Trek boy is flying around the deck caught
saga. Generations involves a time- myeye.lsatthere, wondering. With
constrained plot that is simplistic all this supposed technology, did
enough to grasp, even with minimal these guys forgetto install seatbelts?
knowledgeofthecultphenomenon.
Despite this sma11 discrepSticking to what made Trek ancy, not to mention its many other
successful - cruising space, an usual lacklusterattemptsatconvincenemy (this time, a well-balanced ing everyone it is the 24th century,
Malcolm McDowell) and the en- Generations does spark a few qualgine room exploding (and Scotty ity performances. Data, after being
running rampant). Scotty beams loaded with an EMOTION chip, is
down the captain, who has a fierce a breath of fresh laughter throughbattle with the enemy, with Kirk outthefilm. MalcolmMcDowellis
ultimately wit;y1ing.
equally as exciting as the angry-atThe Enterprise crew is victo- the-world villain, Soren. The Genrious, but the film throws in a twist, erations tribute to Wi11iam Shatner
which toys with fate and, of course, will surely get him on the throne of
thespace-timecontinuum. With this the Science Fiction Hall of
r~~0~!i_?~ary !~i~~· Picard and Kir_k_F_am_e_
..._bu_t_w_h_er_e_'s_S=-po_c_k?_._ _ ____..

**

CONGRATULATIONS

GRADS

WE HAVE EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO CELEBRATE
YOUR SPECIAL DAY
··Graduation Announcements
• High Speed Copies
• Passport Photos
•Name Cards
• Printing
·· •Binding

12~40

Collegiate Way
Orlando, FL 32817

(407) 382-.5555

TUES
ORLANDO
41 W. Church St.
843-5825

A Key West Tradition!-

wHAT APERFECT

TH ENEW STAR TREK MASTERCARD CREDIT CARD: TO APPLY, CALL 1·800-775-TREK, CODE RYBM.

41 W. Church St.
843-6104

31 O S. Park Ave
647-8719

Where Everyday is Mardi Gras!
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Whether you're
Downtown or in
Winter Park,
Fat Tuesday
and Sloppy Joe's
is the place for you
to get away!
Opens tonight at Fashion Square, Lake Mary, and
Altamonte 8.
Get free
with this ad while supplies last

DA~

Call for our daily specials.
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NIN: a chaotic exercise in constraint
Trent Reznor's dark philosophy has tempered a nation of youth
by JIM MARTIN
Axis music editor

Today, philosophy has been reduced to a 3-hour class students have to take to fulfill their graduation requirement. In the enlightenment, entire lifetimes were spent pondering
man's existence and the meaning of life.
Today, though, very few individuals explore the caverns of their minds pushing beyond what mom and dad say is all right. Instead oflooking for answers, society has seemed
to throw its hands into the air and say "Oh, I go to church on Sunday, I'm going to heaven. Who cares, I repent."
Trent Reznor is perhaps the most recognized philosopherof our time. Reznor, better
than anyone, has reduced his point of view to that of a Darwinist human.
In "Man With A Big Gun" he writes 'Tm hard as fucking steel, and I've got the
power/ I'm every inch a man, and I'll show you somehow/ me and my fucking gun/
nothing can stop me now." Whether you admit it to yourself or not, everyone is a killer
for the split second before you find sensibility. Everyone gets that serge of rage that fills
the veins with adrenaline. It is that instant that.Reznor reproduces so well in his music.
It is human nature to destroy. Between his music and his lyrics, Reznor paints a very grim
picture of humanity.
The grimmer aspect of the whole Nine Inch Nails genre are the ballcappers with the
NIN sticker right below their NO FEAR stickers on their "rides." Jonathan Gold probably
summed it up best, "You haven't really lived, !think, until you've heard a gang of Wayne
State sorority sisters moan 'I want to fuck you like an animal,' the chorus to 'Closer,'
which has the same sort ofresonance that 'I wanna hold your hand' may have had 30 years
ago."
Although Reznor did not invent industrial music, he is surely responsible for its
acceptance, paving the way for bands like KMFDM. Utilizing help from production
legends Alan Moulder and Flood, Reznor manages to bring an uncanny human feel to an
otherwise inhuman form of instrumentation. Perhaps this inhumanness is the vehicle
which drives the listener to find the beast within themselves.
Regardless, when viewing the Nine Inch Nails, there is no denying Trent Reznor
is pushing the envelope of our society. Swimming upstream as ifhe were a salmon trying
to reach spiritual equilibrium, Nine Inch Nails is cutting a path for others to fo11ow. Only
time will tell whether or not the future holds a superhighway for this ·path or if it will
become overgrown with the thorns we know as religious radicals.
As for the present, Nine Inch Nails will be stopping at Expo Hall in Tampa, on
Tuesday, Nov. 22, to support their latest album The Downward Spiral. Unlike past
albums, the live show was taken into consideration while Spiral was being recorded.
Another positive aspect concerning the performance is that the band ~as been
playing together since early this summer. This will reduce the chance of technical
glitches. This is especially important since NIN' s show heavily depends on computerized
equipment. Remember Lollapalooza One? Their equipment shorted in Phoenix and
caused sub-par performances throughout Lolapalooza. Sub-par or not, this is one of the
few chances we will be able to see one of the true progressive's of our time.
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90MPH

Family Cat

Mackframalama
(Mad Soundz)

Magic Happens
(Arista)

Atlanta has been putting
itself on the rap map as of late,
and one of its newest bands, 90
MPH, is sure to help the map
continue to grow.
90 MPH is a group that
can't be labelled as either laidback West Coast or East Coast
hip-hop.
The Chili's also feed the fans
Their original sounds show
with crazed live versions of: "Spethrough in tracks like, "Oh What
cial Secret Love Song," "F.U."
A Night," in which the band uses
and of course a true remake of the
female backup vocals to accomJimi Hendrix classic, "Castles In
pany its Keith Sweat-like music
The Sand."
in the backround.
But fret not because one of .
They also use baratone sothe greatest bands of our generalos, much like the Boyz II Men.
tion wouldn't make a CD without
They combine the best of R&B
some fresh new tunes. They come
with some smooth, southern vohard with: "You Always Sing The
cal stylings.
. Same" and "Stranded."They close
Almost every song is about
· the 19-track collection with,
freakin' girls and havin' fun,
"Deck The Halls."
which is a nice changeup from
It's not the same without
every other rapper talking about
Frusciante in the band, but as long
"throw in' up sets in da hood."
as they keep the heart (Anthony)
Overall, it's a quality CD, with
and soul (Flea) the band will, alit's smooth styllngs and fresh
ways remain true to the game.
new sounds, from the R. Kelly's
One of the most emotion-evoking
of rap .
bands in a few decades hasn't lost
a damn thin .
•DJSWANCEZ

Chili's fell fate ot old

by DJ SWAN~E Z
ft.xis writer

•

•

The Red Hot Chili Peppers continue to release CDs,
although no one is really sure
whotheirguitarplayerisorwhat
exactly it is they're doing. The
sock-wearing boys are back with
some "phat" remixes and some
B-side tracks, along with a few
previously unreleased cuts._
Their mixes range widely~
from the "Extended Dance
Mix," to the "Pink Mustang
Mix," and the "Ben Grosse Remix." All the vintage Chili Pepper funk is revisited through
sped-up, funky versions of
"Higher Ground," classic "Hollywood," "Behind The Sun" and
the oh-so-soothin "Sex Ra "

•

Freedy Johnston
This Perfect World
(Elektra)

One of the latest imports
from the U.K. is the Family Cat.
The Cat have been sticking around
Europe for a while now, and are
just now begging to cross the Atlantic into the U.S. Although this
band could easily be clumped into
the same hoard that holds the guitar bands of the post-Manchester
scene circa 1990, they seems almost...American.
Family Cat's song stfucture is
not as droaning as the shoegazzer
bands. TheFamilyCathaveenough
tricks up its sleeve to be called
"poppy." Don't let "poppy" fool
you, though. This is no Blur, as The
Cat doesn't go out its way to amuse.
Perhaps The Cat's strongest
suit are its lyrics. Short, powerful
phrases add up to smart lyrics that
successfully tell a story, but are not
complex enough to ponder their
meaning. All in all, The Family Cat
has all the tool~ to become big, as
they cover all the bases. This is a
solid band who may never strike.it
big in America, but you never
know- Magic Happens.

With an entourage of performers the equivalent of an unplugged orchestra, singer/
songwriter Freedy Johnston has
manufactured a clean and clear
depiction of the simple life and
modern man.
An array of talented musicians sitting in on "This Perfect
World" add an element of complexity to an otherwise pure sound.
Rotating the acoustic with
his electric, Johnston tells a multitude of tales with his strumming,
as well as lyrics.
Lost love, hard times, and
the good ole' days are relived on
this comfortable selection of mellow folk rock.
"Bad Reputation" will lead
the way onto the VH1 exposure,
but won't be a "buzz clip" on the
other video network.
If you want an alternativeto
the hard rock or the strict acoustic,
yet familiar sound, "This Perfect
World" is a good place to spend
your time.

•JIMMARTIN
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•SEANPERRY
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November, December 1994

TIME

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

4:00 AM
7:00 AM

TiiURSDAY

I

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Music through the Night
Record Shelf

TIME
4:00 AM

WUCFMoming

WUCFJazz
_,

7:00AM

Morning
7:55 AM

On Books

8:00 AM

Weekend Radio

9:00 AM

Hispanic Show

9:15 AM

Sport and Society

7:55 API

BBC Newshour

8:00

-

AM'

Ouiri<s and

Letter from America

Audiophile

Cleveland City

Tech

9:00 AM.

Ouari<s

America & 1he World

Audit\on

Club Forum

Nation

9:15 AM.

10:00AM

Performance

'

11:00 AM

Jazz on the Beach
-

Today

10:00 A~,
11:00 A .~

p t

12:00 PM

Music of

12:30 PM

the Emerald ls19

NPR Playhouse

New Letters on the Air

Rebert/James Exchange

SoftwarelHardtalk

Soundprint

1:00 PM

The Music

Practical

The French

The halian

The Jewish

Dialogue

1:30 PM

of India

Wisdom

Show

Hour

WUCF Spotlight

NPRWorld

1:30 PM-

2:00 PM

Show

E-Town

Afropq> Wor1dwide

Wade in the Water

Rhythm Revue

of Opera

2:00~

Show
Braz~ian

Hol.K

The Bluegrass Show

Afternoon

Blues Before

On Books

5:51 PM

Sport and Society

6:00 PM

Folk Sampler

Jazz After Hours

7:00 PM

The Blues Show

Prime TimeJau

PM~

Sunrise

5:00 Pt.J,..

(after the opera)

5:51 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM

Saturday

8:00 PM

McPartland's Piano Jazz

Bluesstage

10:00 PM

Living in

Nocturnal Transmissions

11:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

Reggae Reflections

Jazz After Hours

Four Queens Jazz

I

Riveiwalk Jazz

Nocturnal Transmissions

11:00 PM
12:00AM

4:00

•·

Blues on

8:00 PM

10:00 PM

L

1:00 PM:,

.
3:00 PM

5:00 PM

..

12:30 Pl

WUCFinthe

3:00 PM
4:00 PM

12:00

BBC Outlook

Nocturnal Transmissions

I

Jazz.set

the 80s

12:00AM

2:00 AM

2:00 AM

4:00 AM

4:00 AM

.. "EARTH AND SKY" airs Monday through Friday at 1-2:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm.
"" NPR NEWSBREAKS are provided Monday-Friday at 7, 9, 1O & 11 am, and at 12, 1, 2 & 3 pm; Saturdays & Sundays at 9 am, 12 & 5 pm.
...... 89.9 NEWS & SPORTS airs J,during WUCF in the Afternoon. Newsbreaks air at 3:26, 3:56, 4:26, 4:56, 5:26 and 5:56, Sportsbreaks air at 3:50, 4:15, 4:50 and 5:1~

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
Until Hohots
replace 1-lumam;
... your plasma will
alwayb he needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness
1

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims·
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life

threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
.t

Call for 1nrormation ancJ/or appointment
1122 W. Church SL (407) 841-21 SI Orlando, FL.

USED
CD'S

TRADE-IN
CD'S

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, BLUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMAAVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·-- - --

PROFESSIONAL
BODY PIERCING

OPEN7
DAYS A

ORANGE
MAGNOLIA

x

15% OFF WI Student ID
Excluding Body Piercing
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GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
~

~ee

AE01s Authentic American
Jeans1 denim shirts, sweatshirts,
sweaters, footwear, and gre~t
: . in.errs 3hd ladiet;' casual apparel
at om new store in ORLANDO
FASHION SQUARE MALL.

Open an American Eagle
Premier Credit Card.
Goad at all of our over 230 stores
nationwide. Once approved" get
10% discount off your initial
purchase. Wf!re AEO.
Ametjcan Eagle Outfitters.

OW OPEN.
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE .MALL
34 7 East Colonial Drive Orlando, FL 32803
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Civic Theatre produces the Helen Keller 'Miracle'
by RICHARD AGSTER
Axis Arts critic
and LAURA BUNDY
Contributing writer:
The relationship between
Helen Keller and her teacher Annie
Sullivan has been played to fame
in The Miracle Worker. Anne
Bancroft first won acclaim as
Sullivan on the New York stage
and would be further praised in
the 1962 movie, with Patty Duke
as Helen. Later in the '80s, Duke
became the teacher, portraying
Sullivan to Melissa Gilbert's
Helen Keller.
The leads of Civic Theatre's
current production of The Miracle
Worker may lack Tonys, Oscars
and famous names, but they compensate with taient and raw en.v
ergy.
The Miracle Worker tells the
story of young Helen K~ller and
her dedicated teacher, Annie
Sullivan. Herself half blind, Annie
· sees in Helen what the Keller family cannot: a real child. To the
Keller family, torn apart by the
whims of their spoiled, animallike child, the idea of a teacher for
Helen seems a Godsend. Although
at first opposed to Sullivan's use
of discipline, the Kellers are soon
more than satisfied with their
newly domesticated daughter.
Only Annie insists on more than a
clean, quiet Helen. The teacher
demands that an understanding of
language, through the use of signing, is imperative for her pupil to
be truly human.
·Kathy.Baker's Sullivan displays remarkable strength and energy. Baker captures the human
side of her miracle worker including fanatical passion, a feisty
tongue and a grating, but consistent accent. When offstage voices
from her past torment her, ·the
haunting seems artificial, but
Sullivan's emotion Comes across
as real.
Ashley Drane brings an unexpected amount of credibility to
the blind and deaf Helen. When
the curtain rises, she is no longer
a seeing child with her eyes closed,
but a tiny, bitter whirlwind locked
inside a dark and silent prison.
The chemistry between
Baker and Drane only adds to the
strength of their individual . performances. Both especially shine
during Helen's first lesson of dining room etiquette.
Punky Leonard and Jim Sayers epitomize the elegant Southern couple of the Reconstruction.
Leonard, as Mrs. Keller, finds
strength and vulnerability in her
character yet always appears gentile. Captain Keller,_played by Sayers, may be the most charismatic
figure on this stage. Though unreceptive to any methods of education or treatment for Helen, he
remains a likable, though willful,
character.
These two benefit the most
from Ginny Casillas' excellent
co tume de ign. Each character's
appearance is appropriate, both to
the era and to his position in society. Additionally, almost without
exception, each costume is delightful to view.

In the role of James Keller, pressive is the set's resilience
Scott Nelles makes a noble effort against the physical beating it takes
to compensate for the apparent over the course of Helen's educaage difference between actor and tion.
character. Even his careful charCivic Theatre ' s Miracle
acterization, snide attitude and Worker allows ' the touching and
ultimate act _of self-confidence uplifting story of the battle against
cannot change the fact that this disability to move the audience.
college graduate was cast to play Never sentimental , the cast relies
an adolescent.
upon power and talent, rather thar.
The cutaway view of the melodrama, to drive home its poiKeller household which com- gnant message.
prised the set is both realistic and ·
The Miracle Worker runs
sturdy. Well-designed and well- through Dec. 4 at the Civic Thebuilt, the set facilitates scenes atre Main Stage in Lockhaven
played throughout the Keller Park. For more information, call Ashley Drane, as Heien Keller, and Kathy Baker, as her
teacher in "The Miracle Worker."
house and homestead. Most im- 896-7365.
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E>ONN!b. QAITT ANO
E>QUCb. JJOQN6E> y
PLAY A PAC/t_b.O
0-Qb.NA
by JIM MARTIN
Axis music editor

BonnieRaittdidherblues thing
at the Orlando Arena Saturday night.
With Bruce Hornsby opening up, it
almost made the night worth the very
high ticket price. This, however, did
notst~ptheflowofthe"adultcontem-

porary" yuppie crowd from flooding
the Arena. Beer in hand, the crowd
cheered Bonnie on throughout her set.
Raitt,a25yearmusic vet, played
the show as if it were her last. Commenting on her age, she said "How do
you think George Foreman feels about
being 45?"
She fell out of the spotlight for
a while and was dropped by her record
label, Warner Brothers. She quickly
rebounded in 1989, with her Capitol
debut, In the Nick Of Time. Selling
almost a combined I0 million albums
betweenherlastthreeCapitolreleases,
Bonnie Raitt has risen to stardom.
Raitt has not let that stardom
rise to her head, however. She has
fought tirelessly to champion the rights
of fellow R&B artists. Raitt is the vice
chairwomanforthe Washington,D.C.basedRhythrn and Blues Foundation.
This foundation helps royalties find
their rightful place-in the pockets of
those R&B artists who have not received their fair share of profit. 'This
is amatterofjustice, not charity ,"Raitt
pointed out.
Raitt's down-to-earth personality shrunk the enormity of the Arena
tosizeofalargeclub.Nothingshortof
amiraclecouldremind the crowd they
were in a 14,000 seat arena. Raitt
proved to the audience that she could
play a pretty darn good slide guitar.

She was backed up by a veteran
rhythm section that would follow her
anywhere she would lead them. This
added an entirely different dimension
to the show. Perhaps the most enjoyable parts were when the band would
start on a tangent and run off, jamming
with it.
The music was im~able, but
the venue was not. The arena is just not
a good place to kick back and listen to
some blues. It may have been quite a
little social gathering for the career
typesofOrlando, butradioornoradio,
Bonnie Raitt showed why she can sit
in with any R&B artist and hold her
own.

Bonnie Raitt played with Bruce Hornsby live at the 0-Rena last weekend.
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UCF must beat Buffalo soundly
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The Golden Knights will be
facing the Buffalo Bulls this Saturday for the third time, with UCF
Jeading the series 2-0. Last year,
UCF beat up the Bu1ls 42-7 at the
Citrus Bowl. Hinshaw threw four
touchdowns-two to David Rhodes.
The dolden Knights know
what they have to do: Go out and
beat Buffalo, and hope that a few
other top-ranked teams lose, which
would allow the Knights to slip into
the top 16 once again.
UCF is currently ranked at
No. 20, but with a win and some
luck, the Golden Knights could still
manage to make the playoffs. Even
if UCF makes it, the team will have
to play on the road, facing, no doubt,
one of the top Division I-AA teams
in the nation.
"We have to win big. We
· can't let them stay In the first half,
we have to dominate them for the
entire game," said UCF linebacker
Travis Cooper about Saturday's
game.
Before the game, the Golden
Knights will be introducing all the
seniors on the team, even the injured
ones, fo~ their final home game.
Cornerback Louis Lubin will probably return to a team that continues
to get healthier.

photo/SOLARES

Todd Cleveland has become the big playmaker this season.

Gridiron Notes: Picks
•Browns at Chiefs(-4)
Jason: Browns 21-14 over
Chiefs
Justin: Browns 14-10 over
Chiefs
•Packers at Bills(-4)
Jason: Packers 28-14 over
Bills
Justin: Bills 20-17 over
Packers
__
•Dolphins at Steelers(-2.5)
Jason: Dolphins 35-24 over
Steelers
Justin: Steelers 23-10 over
Dolphins
•Redskins at Cowboys
Jason: Cowboys 42-31 over
Redskins
Justin: Cowboys 28-7 over
Redskins
•Lions at Bears(-3)
Jason: Lions 17-10 over Bears ·
Justin: Bears 17-10 over Lions ·
-Chargers(-2.5) at Patriots
Jason:.Chargers 28-24 over
Patriots
Justin: Chargers 18-14 over
Patriots
·
-Colts at Bengals(pick:_'em)
Jason: Bengals 24-14 o~er.
Colt$
.
Justin: Bengals 24-21 .over
Colts..· , ·
_
-Jets at Vikings(-i)
Jason: Vikings 31-21 over Jets
Justin: Vikings 21-14 over ~ets

•Falcons at Broncos(-6)
Jason: Falcons 42-35 over
Broncos
Justin: Broncos 23-17 over.
Falcons
•Eagles at Cardinals(+2.5)
Jason: Eagles 14-10 over
Cardinals·
Justin: Eagles 20-10 over
Cardinals
•Saints at Raiders(no line)
Jason: Raiders 21-7 over
Saints
Justin: Raiders 21-17_over
Saints
•Bucs at Seahawks(-6.5) ·
Jason: Seahawks 20-10 over
Bucs
Justin: Seahawks 17-14 over ·
Bu cs
•Rams at 49ers(-14)
Jason: Niners 31-21 over
·Rams
Justin: Niners 28-14 over
Rams
-Giants at Oilers(-3)
Jason: Oilers 24-10 over
Giants
Justin: Oilers 13-10 over ·
Giants -,. .
. ..
·Gndiron Notes was shrunk· . . ,
downfo a ~;Picks;, coiumn tt1.i~
w~k due to space limi~tion,!;.
.We'll be back, and we'll have i
all the game recaps fOr you on
Tuesday.
·
.
·

Gndtadauria leaves a huge hole
for UCF to fill, right in the middle
by DAN RYAN
Contributing writer

Is he the center of attention?
Hardly. If it weren't for this story,
Mike Gruttadauria would spend
another Saturday going unnoticed
by most fans. Yet, the senior AllAmerica candidate plays a vital role
in the success of the Golden Knights
football team.
The reason he spends his game
days in obscurity is because he is a
member of the offensive line-the
center, to be exact.
"Mike's been a big part of our
success," said UCF quarterback
Darin Hinshaw. "You know you
can count on him."
Still, lineman toihn the virtual anonymity. Is that David Rhodes
celebrating in theend zone? There's
Gruttadauria picking himself up at
the line of the scrinunage.
Gruttadauriahasallowedonly

one-halfsackoverthepasttwoyears,
and in 1993, he anchored a line that
helped UCF roll up 424 yards a
game on offense. Notmany noticed.
"I was a tight end in high
school, so thereI golia little recognition," Gruttadauria said. "It _took a
while to get used -1.o when I got
here."
"But I don't mind it," thesenior admitted. "We all have to work
together to get the job accomplished.
If one person makes a mistake, the
whole play can collapse. Then you
get noticed."
He was fortunate enough to
be recognized as a pre-season AllAmerican last year, but was overlooked this year.
"That's inspiring me,"
Gruttadauria said. "Not to brag,
but I felt like I belonged [in the
pre-season publications]. I know
what I'm capable of."
His responsibilities this year

included blocking for heralded
tailback Marquette Smith, a transfer
from
Florida State.
Gruttadauria feels no additional
pressure, though.
"Marquette's a great guy, and
I'm looking forward to it,"
Gruttadauria said.
"But we've got some great
backs with GerodDavis,MikeHuff
and Bob Menello," said the center.
"I wish coach [head coach Gene]
McDowel1 could work a four-back
offense'."
A
four-year
starter,
Gruttadauria has gone from being a
slightly-timid freshman into one of
the Golden Knights' leaders, looked
up to by the younger players.
"It's a good feeling,"
Gruttadauria said. "When I first came here, there were some great
guys who took me and showed me
how to be a better player. It's nice to
photo/SOLARES
be able to give something back."
The offensive anchor, Gruttadauria, snaps the ball to Hinshaw.

Glimpse at the Golden Knights
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